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Fractal dimension

Ø How	to	quantitatively	characterize	fractals? (aside	from	drawing	pretty	pictures)

Devries	(1994)

à ‘Fractal	dimension’ Basic	idea:	A	fractal	is	a	curve	that	is	something	
‘more	than’	a	line,	but	‘less	than’	an	area

Fractal	dimension



Devries	(1994)

Fractal dimension

Ø Coming	back	to	the	von	Koch	curve:
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à Each	line	segment	is	divided	into	
four	pieces	(N=4)	and	scaled	down	by	a	
factor	of	three	(r =1/3)

Something	‘more	
than’	a	line,	but	
‘less	than’	an	areaØ In	some	sense,	this	is	a	form	of	a	scaling	law,	as	it	tells	you	

how	something	varies	depending	upon	the	scale	at	which	
you	look	at	it	(you’ll	see	plenty	more	scaling	laws	in	future	physics	courses)



Fractal dimension



Fractal dimension

wikipedia (fractal	dimension)



Bifurcations



Bifurcations



Bifurcations



Fractals in nature

http://www.wired.com/2010/09/fractal-patterns-in-nature/

Clouds

Leaves	&	plants

Lightning
Mountains,	coastlines,	&	river	deltas



Bifurcations

Ø In	the	most	general	sense,	a	‘bifurcation’	describes	how	something	‘splits’	

Ø In	dynamical	systems	theory,	bifurcation	analysis	is	a	powerful	means	to	study	
nonlinear	systems

wikipedia (~1/3	of	the	way	down	for	‘chaos	theory’)

§ Minimum	complexity?

§ Bifurcation	diagram?



Bifurcations

Ø In	the	context	of	dynamical	systems,	consider	bifurcation	analysis	as	a	means	to	
assess	how	the	overall	(‘qualitative’)	behavior	of	a	system	depends	upon	the	
parameters	(i.e.,	the	‘constants’)

à Consider	the	damped,	undriven harmonic	
oscillator	with	a	nonzero	initial	condition	

e.g., x(0) = 0, ẋ = 1

If	g=0,	we	will	have	simple	
harmonic	(i.e.,	periodic)	
motion If	g>0,	we	will	have	damped	

oscillatory		motion	
(assuming	g is	not	too	big!)

And	if	g<0,	then	what?

Ø Clearly	there	is	a	change	in	the	behavior	of	the	system	about	g=0	 àWe	call	this	
a	bifurcation



ex. van der Pol oscillator

Ø So	what	about	a	nonlinear	oscillator?

If	e=0,	we	will	have	simple	
harmonic	(i.e.,	periodic)	
motion

If	e>0,	we	will	have	
stable	limit	cycle
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Ø Physically,	a	very	different	type	of	behavior	emerges	when	e goes	from	
0	to	a	positive	value	(this	is	actually	called	a	supercritical	Hopf bifurcation)

Hopf bifurcation - “...	a	local	bifurcation	in	which	a	fixed	point	of	a	dynamical	system	loses	stability	as	a	pair	of	
complex	conjugate	eigenvalues	of	the	linearization	around	the	fixed	point	cross	the	imaginary	axis	of	the	complex	
plane.	Under	reasonably	generic	assumptions	about	the	dynamical	system,	we	can	expect	to	see	a	small-
amplitude	limit	cycle	branching	from	the	fixed	point.”

wikipedia (Hopf bifurcation)



Ex. Critical oscillators in hearing?

Basic	idea:	Sensory	cells	of	your	
ear	act	something	akin	to	van	der	
Pol	oscillators,	thereby	allowing	
them	to	act	like	amplifiers



Ex. Critical oscillators in hearing?

Remember:	A	single	complex	differential	equation	is	(more	or	less)	
equivalent	to	a	system	of	two	first	order	real-valued	equations

zn+1 = z2n + c

z, c 2 C

xn+1 = x

2
n � y

2
n +Re(c)

yn+1 = 2xnyn + Im(c)
ßà

Somewhat	easier	to	think	
of	in	terms	of	a	2nd order	
(real)	ODE,	where	e is	the	
‘control	parameter’



Ex. Critical oscillators in hearing?

Ø In	science,	not	everyone	agrees...	(this	is	a	good	thing)

“The	saccular hair	cells	of	the	bullfrog,	and	the	basilar	membrane	of	the	cochlea,	both	have	nonlinear	responses.	In	common	with	
many	nonlinear	systems,	they	exhibit	compression	and	potential	instability.	The	functional	form	of	that	compression	is	quite	different	
for	these	two	systems.	Therefore,	whatever	resemblance	they	may	appear	to	have	is	superficial,	and	the	responses	of	these	two	
systems	have	little	in	common,	even	qualitatively.	Nonlinear	aspects	of	hearing	do	not	arise	from	a	cochlea	poised	near	a	Hopf
bifurcation.	The	cochlea	is	poised	elsewhere. More	generally,	the	properties	of	generic	dynamical	systems	are	not	expected	to	be	
applicable	to	hearing,	since	these	systems	exhibit	relevant	properties	only	asymptotically,	while	hearing	is	concerned	primarily	with	
transient	sounds.”	

from	Biophysics	of	the	Cochlea – From	Molecules	to	Models (2003)



Period doubling

Ø Let’s	return	to	this	picture	from	before	and	the	notion	of	‘minimum	complexity’

Ø We’ll	explore	a	relatively	simple	nonlinearity	to	see	what	emerges:	the logistic	map



Period doubling

dP

dt
= kP

✓
1� P

L

◆
Logistic	eqn.	(continuous)

Pn+1 = kPn(1� Pn/L)

Logistic	eqn.	(discrete)

Ø Let	us	return	to	the	(discrete	version	of	the)	nonlinear	logistic	equation	we’ve	
previously	examined	for	nonlinear	population	growth	

Ø We’ll	simplify	slightly	(but	keep	real-valued): xn+1 = xnr(1� xn)

Ø Relatively	innocuous	equation,	right?	

à Our	goal	is	to	numerically	perform	a	bifurcation	
analysis	(with	respect	to	r)	and	observe	how	
‘period	doubling’	emerges,	commonly	pointed	
towards	as	a	characteristic	of	chaos

wikipedia (chaos	theory)



1.	Choose	a	range	of	value	for	r and	step	
through	a	handful	(Nr)	of	different	values.	
For	each,	have	a	starting x0=	const.	(e.g.,	0.1)

2.	We	then	‘iterate’	the	logistic	map	forward	(say,	N times)	for	that	r.	Keep	track	of	all	
values	as	the	map	is	iterated.

3.	After	some	number	of	iterations	(Nsettl)	to	allow	for	‘settling’,	simply	
plot	all	the	values	(Nit)	of	xn for	that	r.	Rinse	and	repeat....	

à Again	a	relatively	simple	recipe,	but	we’ll	see	what	it	results	in....

Ø Slight	modification	to	our	procedure	earlier	
for	producing	fractals

xn+1 = xnr(1� xn)

Period doubling



EXlogisticBIF.m
clear;  figure(1); clf; hold on;
% ---------------
% User inputs
range= [2 4];   % min and max values to compute bifurcation diagram over [2 4]
Nr= 200;     % # of steps over range [100]
x0= 0.1;    % starting x value [0.1]
Nsettl= 50; % # of runs allowed for 'settling' [50]
Nit= 100;   % # of iterations to plot for a given value of r [200]
rPlot= 3.5; % for 'timecourse' plot, specify associated r value (must be inside range!)
% ---------------
rmin= range(1); rmax= range(2);
% loop through each r value
for nn=1:Nr

r(nn)= rmin + nn*(rmax-rmin)/Nr;    % update r
x= x0;  % reset to IC
xS(1)= x;   % store first point
indx=2; % reset indexer (for 2nd iterate) 
for mm=0:Nsettl+Nit     % loop through the iterations of the map

x= r(nn)*x*(1-x);       % deal with mapping
xS(nn,indx)= x;        % store values
indx= indx+1;       % update indexer

end
% plot points for a given iteration *past* the settling time
plot(r(nn)*ones(Nit+1),xS(nn,Nsettl:Nsettl+Nit),'k.')  

end
% ----
xlabel('r');    ylabel('x_n')
title('Bifurcation Diagram for the Lositic Map [x_{n+1} = r*x_n*(1-x_n)]')
% ----
% also plot x_n as function of n for relevant r value (as specified)
[junk indxR] = min(abs(r-rPlot));   % search for closest r value to rPlot
n= linspace(0,size(xS,2),size(xS,2));
figure(2); clf;
plot(n,xS(indxR,:),'kd-'); hold on;
xlabel('n');    ylabel('x_n');
stem(Nsettl,max(xS(indxR,:)),'r-','marker','none'); % indicate bound for 'settling'
figure(1); stem(rPlot,max(xS(:)),'r-','marker','none'); % indicate r for which 'time course' is plotted



EXlogisticBIF.m

‘Bifurcation’	becomes	apparent....



EXlogisticBIF.m
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Ø After	the	settling	period,	for	larger	values	of	
r,	higher	and	higher	orders	of	periods	(i.e.,	
oscillations	between	different	values)	
emerge

à Once	r is	large	enough	(>3.6),	
there	are	so	many	different	
‘hopping	points’	that	the	behavior	
looks	erratic	or	noisy	(even	though	
there	is	a	predictable	underlying	
structure)

à ‘period	doubling’



EXlogisticBIF.m
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r = 3.8;

xn+1 = xnr(1� xn)
à Relatively	simple	nonlinearity!



wikipedia (cobweb	plot)

Ø Other	useful	ways	to	visualize	
the	‘dynamics’....

“Cobweb plot”

xn+1 = xnr(1� xn)



wikipedia (logistic	map)

Ø Other	useful	ways	to	visualize	
the	‘dynamics’....

Period doubling

à Further	motivates	the	notion	
of	‘minimal	complexity’.....

xn+1 = xnr(1� xn)



à According	to	Google	Scholar,	this	paper	has	well	over	5000	citations	(i.e.,	it	
has	had	a	significant	‘impact’)





Summary
Fractals	can	be	
generated	by	relatively	
simple	nonlinearities

Fractal	dimensions	indicate	
‘something	between	a	line	
and	an	area’

Bifurcations	appear	in	a	wide	
variety	of	context,	from	fractal	
geometry	to	dynamics	of	
mechanical	systems	

Period	doubling	is	a	type	of	
complex	behavior	that	
arises	in	relatively	simple	
nonlinear	systems

xn+1 = xnr(1� xn)



Post-class exercises

Ø How	can	you	modify	EXfraxtal2.m	so	to	produce	different	fractal	shapes?

Ø Run	the	period	doubling	code	
(EXlogisticBIF.m).	Look	at	the	
timecourse for	different	values	
of	r.	Do	they	match	what	you	
see	on	the	bifurcation	diagram?

Ø Does	changing	the	various	
parameters	for	EXlogisticBIF.m
(e.g.,	initial	condition,	settling	
period)	have	any	substantial	
effect?

Ø Get	a	copy	of	May’s	1976	paper	and	read	it.	What	other	aspects	to	this	nonlinear	
system	become	apparent?




